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Mission
The Eldercare Foundation is
a registered charity that
raises and manages funds
dedicated to supporting the
provision of an enhanced
quality of life for elders.
Our mission, in partnership
with our donors, is to ensure
that our community supports
and embraces aging with
respect and dignity.

1454 Hillside Avenue
Victoria, BC V8T 2B7
Tel: 250-370-5664
www.gvef.org
Charity #898816095RR0001
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THE BENEFITS OF TAOIST TAI CHI®
~ Don Cook
In 2007, at the age of 61, I
was losing my flexibility and,
in fact, I was having
difficulty getting dressed in
the morning. To put my
socks on I’d have to do a
sort of back roll onto the
bed and then try to loop my
sock over my foot.
Sometimes it would take a
few attempts... lots of fun.

treatments I experienced
some degree of relief, but
my pain level was back up to
the high area in 4 to 6 weeks.
My chronic pain continued
to consume my physical and
mental energy.

other words, I can focus on
the positive aspects of life.

I’m not a medical expert,
but, given my health issues
and my age, it’s reasonable to
assume that my condition
would have worsened during
the past decade, but it hasn’t.
I’m living with less pain now
thanks to Tai Chi. In fact,
this year has been better than
Another problem I had was
last year. Besides helping me
chronic lower back pain.
manage my chronic pain, I’m
Some days, when I took our
very grateful to this
dog out for a walk, I’d only
organization because the
get about a half block when There were too many issues Taoist Tai Chi® arts have also
the pain radiating down my
in my back for surgery to be improved my flexibility,
leg would force me to limp
a viable option, so I focused balance, strength, and
home. I tried physiotherapy, on my Taoist Tai Chi®
posture. Now I have no
massage therapy, IMS,
practice with more
problem touching my toes
acupuncture, chiropractic,
commitment. With the help and getting my socks on in
and so on. Sometimes I’d
of some of our very
the morning or taking our
get a bit of relief but it was experienced instructors who Cairn Terrier out for a half
only temporary and the pain encouraged me to be patient, hour daily walk, even walking
to work on the foundation
for an hour or so twice a
was increasing in intensity.
week. My quality of life is
Eventually, I was referred to aspects of the Taoist Tai
®
Chi teachings as well as the better, calmer and less
a Pain Management
form, and to explore deeper stressful. I encourage
Specialist. A Medical Scan
levels of relaxation, I’ve
everyone to try it!
showed about a half dozen
learned that, for the most
issues in the lumbar spine
and other areas of my lower part, my chronic pain can be For locations and class
dropped to manageable
back. Some of these issues
schedules around Victoria,
levels.
A
manageable
level
such as stenosis, scoliosis,
see www.taoist.org/
for
me
is
when
the
pain
sits
disc degeneration, arthritis,
victoria.bc , email
in
the
back
seat
and
no
etc., varied from moderate to
victoria.bc.@taoist.org. or
longer is driving the car. In
severe. After various
call 250-383-4103.
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SPECIAL THANKS TO SPECIAL FRIENDS
All donations are important, regardless of size. It is only through the many thousands of
gifts received that the Eldercare Foundation has been able to provide over $9.5 million in
grants since 1982. At times, individual gifts meet longstanding needs and we feel the need
to celebrate them. These are two such gifts.
Jean Miller was a resident
of Glengarry for two years
before she passed away in
February 2017. In Jean’s
memory, her children have

made a gift that has
purchased two beautiful
garden benches. Both
elegant and durable, these
benches will be enjoyed by
many residents and visitors
for many years ahead. The
Miller family’s donation will
also purchase some new
indoor chairs that we know
will be most welcome.

Unit residents at Glengarry,
we would like to say a
special Thank You to the
Miller family.

On behalf of the Chandler

For more than 70 years, the humidifying and filtering
TB Vets Charitable
the air we breathe.
Foundation has worked
tirelessly to help people with
respiratory ailments by
funding research and
education for Respiration
Therapists as well as
providing life saving
equipment to hospitals.
The very welcome gift of
$5,000 from the TB Vets has
allowed us to buy two Airvo
humidifiers. Our upper
When someone requires a
airway is responsible for
tracheotomy for medical
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reasons, their upper airway is
bypassed, leaving them
without the ability to
humidify the air they take in.
Without adequate humidity,
patients are at an increased
risk of pneumonia and
blocking of their airway.
The Airvo 2 humidifiers are
a wonderful gift for them.
Thank You, TB Vets for
your commitment and
generosity.
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VICTORIA: A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE WITH DEMENTIA
~ Carolyn Brandly, Dementia Advocate & Researcher
What constitutes a good
place to live with dementia?
Current research suggests it
is a community where
people with dementia feel
supported and included,
where they play an active
role as citizens, and where
tolerance and pseudo social
inclusion are replaced by a
strength-finding,
dementia positive culture.

supports specifically tailored
to assist people with
dementia and their carers to
live well with dementia.

Dementia is both a health
and a social issue, and the
emergence of dementiafriendly communities worldwide signals a fundamental
shift from simply meeting
physical needs of people
with dementia toward a
holistic approach that
supports them to achieve the
highest quality of life
possible.

The Eldercare Foundation
aims to be a catalyst to
Victoria becoming a
dementia-friendly
community, where stigma
about dementia is reduced,
awareness of dementia is
increased, and people living
with dementia are
empowered to participate in
co-creation of any supports
they may require.

Given that more than 21%
of the population in the
Victoria metropolitan area
are now over the age of sixty
-five (Statistics Canada,
2016) and age is the
strongest risk factor for
developing dementia
(Alzheimer Society Canada,
2010) our region must plan
to meet a growing need for
health and social service

To this end, the Eldercare
Foundation has committed
to providing organizational
sponsorship to support an
action research project to
begin a conversation with
key stakeholders about
building more dementiafriendly communities in our
region. The project is
guided by the expertise of
board member Gwendolyn

Be Well

It is only by engaging the wider
community will we succeed where
previous generations have failed
in protecting the rights of people
with dementia.
Alzheimer’s International (2016)

Be Secure

de Geest, and facilitated by
Carolyn Brandly, a Master’s
level student of health
leadership with the School
of Leadership Studies at
Royal Roads University. The
project will be informed by
the key principles of
dementia-friendly
community development
and organized around the 4
pillars that guide the work of
the Eldercare Foundation
(Be Well, Be Secure, Be
Connected, Be Enriched).
Your voice matters in this
community conversation!
The project is currently
seeking volunteers (people
living with dementia and
family carers) to join the
working group to guide the
project. Additional
opportunities to have your
voice heard will begin in
January 2018.
For more information about
the project or the
opportunity to volunteer
with the working group,
contact:
Carolyn Brandly, candidate
MA Leadership (Health) at
Carolyn.Brandly@RoyalRoads.ca
or 250.886.246.
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Neighbourhood parties ~ what a great idea! These photos are from just a few celebrations funded by BRN micro-grants.

How well do you know your
neighbours? Is there
someone near you that you
could turn to in a crisis, or
just enjoy a morning walk or
cup of tea with? Too often,
our busy lives can isolate us
from even those who live
close by. The Eldercare
Foundation, in partnership
with SHIFT collaborative
and BC Healthy
Communities, is working to
change that.

Be Well

Once we get to know each
other, we can work together
to foster a greater sense of
community. We’re never
too old to make new
friends!

given to support
neighbourhood gettogethers and projects from
View Royal to James Bay
and many areas in between.

For more information on
This program is funded
how to engage your
through a Focus grant from neighbourhood, go to
the Victoria Foundation and www.resilientneighbourhoods.ca
a Canada 150 grant from
for a wealth of ideas and
Community Foundations of tools. Alternatively, you can
Canada. Since June 2017,
call Stacy Barter at 250-88947 micro-grants have been
0179.

Be Secure
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GIVE TH
Hearing an old favourite song can
bring a smile to the face and joy to
the heart. Donations support Music Therapy at 5 residential care
sites and the Piercy Respite Hotel.

We need $48,321 to provide
Music Therapy this year.

“A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.”
Phyllis Diller

Specialized therapy equipment like the Due
can make a huge difference in a person’s mo
These smiles say it all! The wish list for

therapeutic equipment totals $24,368.
Smiles abound when a trained Animal Assisted
Therapy dog is working to motivate people to put
extra effort into their physical therapy.

This year we need $41,233 to provide AAT in
residential care and the West Shore Adult Day
Program.

Be Well
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HE GIFT OF A SMILE
Gardening has been a
lifelong passion for
many of us. Raised
garden beds and specially adapted tools
help to keep extended
care residents outdoors and active.
Having flowers or
vegetables you have
grown on your dinner
table brings a feeling
of accomplishment.

$50 buys a set of
adaptive hand tools.

et Bike
ood.

The satisfaction of knowing you have attained your
exercise goal, and can move on to the next one, or the
delight in dancing to an old favourite song; these are
moments to treasure. Your support of exercise programs in residential care and community programs can
bring big smiles to older people. What a gift!

Be Well
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VERA AWARDS 2017

October 1, 2017 was the
International Day of Older
Persons. The UVic
Institute on Aging and
Lifelong Health and the
Eldercare Foundation
marked this special day with
the presentation of the
Valued Elder Recognition
Awards (VERA). This
award, first presented in
October 2000, recognizes
and honours individuals
who, over their lifetime,
have given exemplary
service to our community.
The 2017 VERA recipients
are an impressive group.
They have helped our
children enjoy sports, teens
to look and feel their best
for special moments and
seniors to get to
appointments, have meals
delivered and feel
connected to the

Be Well

community. Thanks to
Recipients of the 2017
these volunteers, people in VERA awards are:
need have been fed, housed
and listened to. They have  May Anderson
enriched the cultural life of  Bonnie Davoren
our society, supported our  Norma Fitzsimmons
health and faith based
organizations and acted as  Joan Grove
 Molli Holser
ambassadors for our
community. Should a
 Edward Humphreys
natural disaster ever occur,  John Hurlburt
the work they have done on
 Joyce Metson
Emergency Preparedness
 Dave Ranson
and Disaster Response
teams will be invaluable.
 Elizabeth Surerus
 Judy Thomas
The volunteer work carried
out over the recipients’
lifetimes will continue for
Our congratulations and
years to come as a result of
thanks go to each of them!
their mentoring of other
volunteers. Our lives would
not be the same without
the generous spirit of this
wonderful group.

Be Secure
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CRD COMMUNITY MAP
Try out the newly
improved CRD
Community Map at
www.maps.crd.bc.ca/
community
and find age-friendly
resources in your
community! Funded by
Island Health, the Union
of BC Municipalities,
Victoria Foundation and
the CRD Traffic Safety
Commission, this
interactive map aims to
encourage and support
people to explore their
community and walk, cycle near you. If you choose
the Services and Places for
and roll more often.
Older Adults section, you
The Layer List shows
Community Resources by will see locations for
type. Click on the box for Medical Equipment &
the ones that interest you Supplies, Information
to find out about resources Services, Counseling,
Activity & Recreation

Centres, Food Services and
Health Services & Bathing
Programs. Click on each
icon to find specific
addresses, contact numbers
and websites.
Aside from the seniorfocused section, you can
find Places for Learning
(Libraries, Continuing
Education, etc.),
information on Cycling
and Multi-Use Trails,
Public Transit Routes and
Stops and much more.
You can narrow your
search to your own
neighbourhood or find
resources from Port
Renfrew in the northwest
to Victoria in the south and
the Southern Gulf Islands
in the northeast.

Who has time for a crisis? What new
adventure are you ready for? Travel,
beer-tasting, volunteering, genealogy,
home renovations, technology?
Explore your opportunities at the
Victoria Midlife Show.
Date: Saturday, November 18, 2017
Venue: Victoria Conference Centre,
720 Douglas Street
www.victoria.midlifeshow.com

Be Well
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The Eldercare Foundation is grateful to
be the recipient charity of this event.
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COMING UP AT THE
YAKIMOVICH WELLNESS CENTRE
Upcoming sessions at the
Wellness Centre include:

wellness models that
incorporate Physical, Social,
Hungry for Knowledge – Intellectual, Spiritual,
Emotional, Occupational
Eating Well 101
and Environmental
Date: Tuesday, Nov. 21
wellness dimensions. This
Time: 9:30-11:00am
Presenter: Nicole Fetterly, session is valuable for
anyone who finds
Dietitian, Coordinator of
themselves better at taking
Nutrition Programming
and Services University of care of others than taking
Victoria. Nicole has years care of themselves.
of working as a dietitian in
both the private and public
Donations to the
sectors.
Eldercare Foundation
Description: Eating Well
101, is an interactive
presentation on the basics
of healthy eating.
For the WELLth of it
Date: Wednesday, Nov. 29
Time: 9:30-11:00am
Presenter: Dr. Lara
Lauzon, an Associate
Professor at University of
Victoria, School of
Exercise Science, Physical
and Health Education.
Laura’s research and
teaching speciality is in the
area of personal health,
wellness and potential.
Description: Are you
making healthy lifestyle
choices? This session
focuses on a number of

Be Well

support this valuable
free education. In the
past year we have
replaced tables, chairs
and a projector.
This year we hope to
purchase a new sound
system.

Travel Tips for Seniors
Date: Wednesday, Nov. 29
Time: 1:30-3:00pm
Presenter:
Sandy Lundmark,
Travel Consultant
Description: In this
session, Sandy will review
about travel insurance for
seniors and some tips on
how to travel safely and
with ease.

Be Secure

Ethics in Medical
Assistance in Dying
Date: Friday, Dec. 1
Time: 9:30-11:30am
Presenter: Dr. Eike Kluge,
Medical Ethicist,
Department of Philosophy,
University of Victoria
The Yakimovich
Wellness Centre is
located at 1454 Hillside
Avenue (Hillside Seniors’
Centre). Built through
the generosity of Olga
Yakimovich and her
family, the Wellness
Centre provides free
education and support
for older adults and their
family caregivers.
Thirteen years later, this
gift is still performing
valuable work.
Wellness Centre sessions
are free of charge, but
registration is required.
TO REGISTER:
Email
WellnessCentreRegistration
@viha.ca or call 250-3705641, and press 2.
Leave your full name,
your phone number and
the number of people
you are registering for.
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AGM 2017
The Foundation’s Annual
General Meeting was held
September 28, 2017. We
were pleased to welcome 10
new Society Members
from the community:








Phaethon Blackburn
Marya Brown
Johanne Hemond
Gordon Jones
Linda Jones
Heather Kohler
Theresa Martell
Kimberley McLachlan
Alan McNaught
Jackie Pina

kick-offs were held in key
Greater Victoria
neighbourhoods, and small
micro-grants were issued to
encourage neighbours to
undertake a project
together with an aim to
strengthen neighbour-toneighbour connectedness
and reduce social isolation.
This project is currently
underway and is set to wrap
in early 2018.

Memory Café: Remembering Our Canada
brought youth, community

artists, seniors and residents
Highlights of the past
of Oak Bay Lodge together
year included:
to share “What Canada
Means” to them. The
Specialized Assistance
project , funded by a New
For Elders (SAFE)
program, a medical alarm Horizons for Seniors grant,
service for low-income, at- resulted in an intergenerational arts festival held
risk older adults. In the
during Eldercare’s Embrace
first year 35 older adults,
identified by Island Health’s Aging Month in March.
Home & Community Care
team, were provided with
The Treasurer’s Report
the SAFE Lifeline service, noted the following grants:
enabling them to remain in Equipment - $212, 094
their own homes longer.
Resident Comforts,



The Foundation became a
partner in the Building
Resilient Neighborhoods
Project. An online toolkit
was developed, community

Be Well

Entertaiment & Program
Support - $162,580
Renovations & Furnishings
- $48,220
Gardens - $9,415

Be Secure

Education & Special
Projects - $64,160
The Foundation’s Board of
Directors for 2017/18 are:
John Thomas
President
Grace Wong Sneddon
Vice President
Casey Ralph
Treasurer
Dave Sinclair
Secretary
Dale Armstrong
Past President
Dr. Tom Bailey
Gwendolyn de Geest
Shelley Gurvey
Greer Jacks
Linda Jones
Sheri Kasnik
Heather Kohler
Eduard Mann
Tyrone Sinclair
Honorary Patrons are:
Ted Hughes, QC
Bob & Devi Jawl
George Jones, QC
We are so grateful to each
of our volunteers for their
willingness to use their time
and talents for the benefit
of older people.
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CAN YOU HELP?
The following are a few things that bring
smiles to extended care residents and
older people and their families in the
community.
 Animal Assisted Therapy
 Music Therapy
 Arts and Entertainment Programs
 Exercise Therapy
 Therapeutic Gardens
 Specialized Therapy Equipment
 Community Bathing Programs
 SAFE Lifeline Program
 Piercy Respite Hotel
 Yakimovich Wellness Centre
If you have not donated to the Eldercare
foundation lately, and you are willing and
able to do so, you can bring a smile to
hundred of faces by donating today.
Without you, the smiles fade quickly.

YES, I CAN HELP!
 Enclosed is my cheque payable to the
Greater Victoria Eldercare Foundation
 Please charge my gift of $ _______________ to my:
 VISA  MC
 AMEX
Card number ___________________Expiry ________
Name on Card ________________________________
Signature ____________________________________
Please send my tax receipt to:
Name _______________________________________
Address _____________________________________
Postal Code _____________ Phone _______________
Email: _____________________________________
Please use my gift for:
Area of greatest need
 Education & Program Support
 Equipment & Homelike Enhancements
 Other _____________________________________
*Up to 10% of designated donations may be allocated to the unrestricted
account to help fund priority items and cover administration costs.

1851705

1454 Hillside Avenue
Victoria, BC
V8T 2B7

